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T H E  OH I O  S T AT E  UN I V E R S I T Y  P R E S S 

C O PY RI G H T AN D P ER M IS SI ON S 
 

 

 
 
 

Questions often arise whether an author needs permission to use certain material in his or her 
manuscript. Any time you use material that is not your own, whether text or image, you will first 
need to determine if permission is needed. It may be helpful to consult the Association of  
American University Presses’ overview of copyright and permissions or the Andrew W. Mellon  
Foundation’s copyright guidelines. 

 

Three possible scenarios apply when you use material that is not your own: 
 

1. The material is in the public domain. See the Cornell Copyright Center’s  
guidelines about which material falls into the public domain. 

 

2. Your use of the material qualifies under the fair use exception. There are four main 
parameters for determining whether fair use applies in your scenario. See the relevant  
paragraph in the copyright law, the U.S. Copyright Fair Use Index, or the entire copyright  
law. 

Fair use law is notoriously vague, and it is often difficult to determine whether a court 
would consider your use fair. It is OSU Press’s policy to err on the side of caution and 
require documented permissions when there is any doubt whether fair use applies. Fair 
use will not apply in any case where you are reproducing an image that constitutes the 
entirety of the artwork and it is not in the public domain. When deciding whether to 
claim fair use, you may wish to consult the Association of American University Presses 
FAQs about 
permissions: http://www.aaupnet.org/images/stories/documents/aauppermfaqs.pdf. See 
also fair use guidelines here: http://www.copyright.gov/fls/fl102.html. 

 

3. If the work is not in the public domain and your use cannot clearly be considered fair use, 
you will need permission. 

 
Please note that none of the information provided here is intended as specific legal advice. If you 
are still unsure whether you need permission, you should consult your institution’s legal counsel 
or your own attorney. 

 
 
 

Getting Permission 
 

Check the websites of rights holders for instructions on how to apply for permission. If they do 
not provide their own forms for requesting permission, you may use the Permission Request 
Letter Template provided on the last page of this document. 

http://www.aaupnet.org/images/stories/documents/aauppermfaqs.pdf
http://www.aaupnet.org/images/stories/documents/aauppermfaqs.pdf
https://ohiostatepress.org/Other/Chicago%20Copyright%20Guidelines.pdf
https://ohiostatepress.org/Other/Chicago%20Copyright%20Guidelines.pdf
https://copyright.cornell.edu/resources/publicdomain.cfm
https://copyright.cornell.edu/resources/publicdomain.cfm
http://www.copyright.gov/title17/92chap1.html#107
http://www.copyright.gov/title17/92chap1.html#107
http://copyright.gov/fair-use/index.html
http://www.copyright.gov/title17/
http://www.copyright.gov/title17/
http://www.aaupnet.org/images/stories/documents/aauppermfaqs.pdf
http://www.copyright.gov/fls/fl102.html
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Keep copies of all correspondence requesting permission. Be prepared to ask multiple times for 
permission. We recommend using increasingly official and documentable forms of 
communication (such as registered mail) to record your efforts. 

 
Bear in mind that the rights holder of an image or text may not be the same as the author/creator 
or the publisher of the book where you found the material. In addition, for artwork, in some cases 
the gallery, rather than the artist, may hold the copyright. 

 
Specific Considerations for Obtaining Permissions for Images 

 

• Be aware that if you are using a photograph of a copyrighted object, you may need 
permission from two parties: permission from the photographer and permission from the 
copyright holder of the original work. 

• Note that the question of whether permission is needed is entirely separate from the 
necessity of providing us with images of suitable quality that we can reproduce adequately in 
print. Your use of an image may be fair use or the work may be in the public domain, but you 
may still have to pay the owner of the image for the reproduction that we need. In these 
cases, you are purchasing access, not paying a copyright permission fee. There may be a 
variety of sources for a copy of the image that meets our requirements, and you may be able 
to shop around for the best price or find a free source. Or there may be only a single source, 
and you will then be subject to whatever terms the owner may want to impose on your 
purchase. 

• If asking for permission to use a copyrighted image on the cover of your book, make sure to 
note that the image will be used for marketing purposes. Also make sure you clarify the 
restrictions on use of the image: Can the image be cropped? Wrapped? Overlaid with text? 

 
 
 

Documenting Permissions for OSUP 
 

1. Complete the Permissions Log, and record all images and reprinted text included in 
your manuscript in order to account for all permissions acquired or whether the material 
falls in the public domain or under the fair use exception. 

2. Collect all supporting documentation and follow these steps: 
• Clearly label each document with the corresponding Figure ID or Text 

Description. 
• If the supporting documentation is email communication, make sure it clearly 

indicates who has offered permission. 
• Scan all papers as one pdf document. 

3. Submit both a) the completed permissions log and b) the supporting documentation to 
your acquisitions editor as soon as possible but before submission of the final manuscript 
files 
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Instructions on filling out the Permissions Log 
 

In the Excel file Permissions Log, you will provide an overview of all images and any reprinted text 
in your manuscript and account for permissions needed and acquired. 

 
The first sheet of the Excel file pertains to images/figures in your manuscript. The Figure ID in 
column 1 must match the file name of the figure file; also note Figure ID at top of supporting 
documentation. Whichever box you choose under “Permission Status” (“Permission Req’d” or 
“Permission Not Provided”), please provide supporting documentation. If “Permission Req’d,” 
provide a copy of the Permissions Request Letter signed from the current rights holder. If you 
are claiming “Permission Not Provided,” choose either public domain or fair use exception and 
attach an explanation of why that situation applies. In most cases, OSU Press will not claim fair 
use for images and will require that you receive permission for images not in the public domain. 

 
Sheet 2 of the Excel file pertains to text that is under copyright that you should account for. This 
may include, but is not limited to, quotation of prose and poetry that constitutes a significant 
portion of the whole work; song lyrics; reprints of your own published work for which you did not 
retain the copyright; or translation from foreign-language works (if the original publisher has sold 
exclusive English translation rights to a British or American publisher). For all supporting 
documentation, label paperwork with what you provide for “Description” in the first column. 
 
Sheet 3 provides an Images and Figures Sample Log and Sheet 4 provides a Sample Text Log. 

 
 
 

Permissions Request Letter Template 
 

As the author of [or editor of, or contributor to] the forthcoming book tentatively entitled 
[BOOKNAME], I am responsible for clearing and paying for all rights and permissions with the 
advice and support of the scholarly publisher The Ohio State University Press. 
I would like to include in this book the following [chapter/image/table/poem/etc.] which you 
appear to hold the rights for: 

 
[DESCRIBE WHAT IS TO BE REPRODUCED HERE] 

 
I am not certain whether I need your permission for this, but I would prefer to have it. 
To make this work easily available to scholars, I am requesting non-exclusive publishing rights for 
using the requested material in this book and in any excerpts of this book, regardless of the media, 
territories, and languages in which it is distributed and displayed. I will acknowledge you             
as the owner/author of the material. If you have a preferred credit line, please include it in your 
response. As this is a not-for-profit publisher, and the book is to be used primarily for educational 
and scholarly purposes, I am hoping any fee you charge for commercial uses might be waived in 
this instance. 
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